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Abstract: In this study, CoCr cardiovascular metallic stents with the same chemical composition as
well as the adjacent tissues were analyzed. Recovered stents and adjacent tissues were characterized
by surface morphology techniques like light microscopy (LM), scanning electron microscopy coupled
with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The presence of metals in the tissue from around explanted stent was also confirmed by TEM method.
The released metal ions were measured using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS). Histopathological analysis was used to highlight host tissue response to the implanted
stents. EDX analysis revealed that 21 stents had the same composition. The quantities of Cr
ions detected in the tissues were between 5 and 14 ppb and for Co ions were between 4 and
10 ppb. The tissue sections near the layers that generated large quantities of ions showed restenosis
development and the deposits of surface calcifications were highlighted. The heavy metal levels
observed in this study due to corrosion are too low to cause a systemic toxic response.
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1. Introduction

With excellent biocompatibility and good mechanical and corrosion resistance cobalt–chromium
(CoCr) alloys with various compositions—uncoated [1,2] and coated [3–5]—have been widely
investigated for use as implant metallic materials in orthopedic, dental—and most recently in
cardiovascular applications. During angioplasty [6]—but also for biliary or esophageal damage as
well—a stent is implanted inside an artery blockage. Since the role of the stent is to keep a structure open,
initially polymeric materials were proposed [7], but today, the most commonly used are metallic stents
used for vessel occlusion in interventional therapy made from materials as stainless steel, Co–Cr alloy [8]
and Ti alloy [9]. CoCr and Ti alloys well known for their applications as biomaterials are used especially
for their corrosion resistance [10–13]. Ni–Ti alloy, nitinol, has been utilized as a self-expanding stent
due to its shape memory and super elasticity properties [14,15]. Bioresorbable magnesium alloys are
considered attractive due to its mechanical performance and potential antithrombotic properties [16].
Due to the fact that the biodegradable stents disappear within a limited time after performing their
duty and chance of vessel restoration will be achieved, patients will no longer must worry about late
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stent thrombosis and avoid second surgical intervention to remove the implant [17,18]. Nowadays,
metallic stents and especially CoCr alloys with drug encapsulated are the most promoted [19].

Using stents led to reducing the re-stenosis after surgical intervention. An actual problem using
stents is their fracturing, detected on one percent to three percent coronary stents and 37% of peripheral
stents [20,21]. One of causing factors leading to stents fracturing is the electrochemical corrosion
process [22]. Taking into consideration the high number of stents annually implanted, it is very
important to study the processes that lead to their fracturing. Metallic stents being made of corrosion
resistant alloys, develop on their surface layers of oxides when get in contact with oxygen [23].
After destruction of oxide layer, the alloy enters in direct contact with physiological fluid and may
suffer electrochemical corrosion. The use of metallic stents was found to be associated with in-stent
restenosis, a multifactorial process consisting of inflammation and neointimal tissue hyperplasia.
Introducing surface modification as drug-eluting stents is a way to reduce the stent corrosion and to
minimize restenosis complications [24,25].

The reducing of the restenosis process is based on the ability of the drug-eluting stents to inhibit
the proliferation of smooth muscle cells in arterial media and the platelet adhesion, activation and
aggregation. The retardation of endothelialization on stent surfaces is another possible complication
and the development of surface modifications can accelerate endothelialization on stent surfaces
changing drastically wettability and decreasing platelet adhesion [26] and its inhibitory effect on
platelet activation [27].

The fineness of a stent can affect its performance and biocompatibility. Smooth surface can reduce
thrombus adhesion and increase neoendothelium. To obtain smoothness, the stent must be treated
with pickling acid and then electrochemical polishing. The process removes slag that includes deposits
and burrs, formed on the surface of the stents due to the production process, by laser cutting.

To better understand the importance of stent surfaces and stent-tissue interface, the present
manuscript proposes the evaluation of coronary stents recovered during autopsy or vascular surgery
by microscopic investigation of stent surfaces and stent-tissue interface, histopathological and
immunohistochemistry analysis of surrounding tissues. Such investigations of stent surface and
tissue/stents interface at microscopic level including ion release in surrounding tissue clearly bring
information about stent behavior in their exploitation time and to our best knowledge is a part of this
paper novelty. The manuscript completed with histopathological and immunohistochemistry analysis
of surrounding tissue could be useful in developing more knowledge about stents.

2. Materials and Methods

The 35 inserted stents (P1–P35) recovered during human autopsy or cardiovascular surgery were
Presillion Plus type purchased from Cordis Company, having the following chemical composition
Co 50.5%, Cr 24.2%, Mo 6%, Mn 0.3%, V 0.45%, Ti 4.82%, C 2.2%, O 11.1% and Al 0.7%. Surfaces of the
stents were processed following the surface preparation guidelines described in ASTM F-86-01 [28].
All metallic CoCr stents were introduced into human bodies at about the same time and for the
same period.

To evaluate the recovered stents and the nearby coronarian and myocardial tissues the following
analysis were performed: surface morphology, metallic ion release quantification and histopathological
evaluation. During autopsy, coronarian and myocardial tissue were also collected. Considering the
stages—but also the diversity of methods used for evaluation in this study—we have elaborated a
schematic research design for the investigated metallic used cardiovascular CoCr stent as well as for
the adjacent tissues, shown in Figure 1.
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Microscopy (TEM) 

Light microscopy was performed using a Zeiss Axio Scope A1 optical microscope (Boston 
Microscopes, Wilmington, MA, USA) with a maximum magnification of 100×. 

The morphology of the stents was studied by SEM model Quanta 650 FEG from FEI company 
(Hillsboro, OR, USA) at a pressure of 0.7 torr at 15 kV. For the SEM measurements it was used a 
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Ion concentrations were quantified using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-
MS), work that was carried out under constant temperature and humidity conditions, ensured by 
working in an atmosphere free from contaminants of clean class ISO class 7 enclosures. The ICP-MS 
equipment an ELAN DRC-e inductively plasma mass spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of research design.

Tissue samples were fixed with 10% buffered formalin and were processed using conventional
histopathological methods used in Pathology routine, featuring inclusion in paraffin and
hematoxylin–eosin (HE) staining. The resulting slides were examined in bright field microscopy and
pictures were taken using Leica DM750 microscope with ICC50 HD camera (MEDIST Life Science,
Bucharest, Romania).

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the protocol was
approved by the Ethics Committee of ‘’Carol Davila” University of Medicine and Pharmacy Bucharest,
Romania, no. 75/15.10.2015 (Project identification code PO-35-F-03).

2.1. Post Exploratory Evaluation of Stents’ Surface through Light Microscopy (LM), Scanning Electron
Microscopy Coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) and Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM)

Light microscopy was performed using a Zeiss Axio Scope A1 optical microscope (Boston
Microscopes, Wilmington, MA, USA) with a maximum magnification of 100×.

The morphology of the stents was studied by SEM model Quanta 650 FEG from FEI company
(Hillsboro, OR, USA) at a pressure of 0.7 torr at 15 kV. For the SEM measurements it was used a
secondary electron detector, SE. EDS analyses were performed to identify the elemental composition of
the samples. Nanosized particles were investigated using an EM-410 Phillips transmission electron
microscope (Phillips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) at 60 kV.

2.2. Measuring the Metallic Ion Quantity within the Stent’s Adjacent Tissue through ICP-MS

Ion concentrations were quantified using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS),
work that was carried out under constant temperature and humidity conditions, ensured by working in
an atmosphere free from contaminants of clean class ISO class 7 enclosures. The ICP-MS equipment
an ELAN DRC-e inductively plasma mass spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and
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measurements conditions (including digestion with concentrated nitric acid and dilution) were described
in previous papers. The liquid fractions were analyzed and detection limit is 0.001 µg·g−1 [29,30].

2.3. Evaluation of Tissue/Stents Interface by Histopathological Analysis of Surrounding Tissue

In the morphologic study of tissue was used the classic histological technique by paraffin
including, which involved the following times: fixation of the pieces in 10%-tamponated formol
solution for 24–48 h, depending on the size and nature of the work piece; removal of excess formol by
washing in tap water for 8–12 h; dehydration, using successively four baths of alcohol with increasing
concentrations. The pieces were kept in each bath for 3 h; clarification, passing successively the
dehydrated pieces by 3 xylol baths; the duration per each bath being one hour; they were coated with
paraffin by successively passing the thermostatic parts of the clarified pieces through three melted
glass wafers at 56 ◦C. The duration of the baths was six hours per bath; inclusion of paraffin parts in
paraffin blocks; Microtome sectioning with histopathological sections with a thickness of 3–5 mm;
coloring and installation.

As coloring methods, it was used: hematoxylin–eosin (H.E.) and Masson tricyclic with aniline
blue. The images of the histopathological analysis were taken in bright field microscopy using Leica
DM750 microscope with ICC50 HD camera (MEDIST Life Science, Bucharest, Romania).

3. Results

3.1. Post Exploratory Evaluation of Stents’ Surface by Light Microscopy

Thirty-five stents were extracted by autopsy so that they could be further analyzed. Tissue was
removed from the recovered stents. Residual tissues were removed by incubating the stent in KOH 1-M
solution, according to ASTM-F561 [31]. The treatment was performed for 7 days observing progressive
tissue detachment from the implant as can be seen on the light microscopy from Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Light microscopy images with the detachment of tissue from stent at various times intervals.
(a) After 1 day; (b) after three days; (c) after seven days.

After 7 days of immersion in KOH solution the stents were analyzed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Figure 3a–d presents light microscopy images recorded for samples P1, P7, P10, P11
and Figure 3e—scanning electron microscopy image of sample P11 morphology with pitting corroded
areas marked by arrows.
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Figure 3. (a–d) Light microscopy images recorded for sample. (a) P1; (b) P7; (c) P10; (d) P11; (e) scanning
electron microscopy image of samples P11 morphology with pitting corroded areas marked by arrows.

EDS spectrum recorded for sample P3, that sustains the alloy composition is represented in
Figure 4. The EDX analysis of the 35 stents, small variations of the two main elements, Co and Cr,
were observed. These deviations are within the standard deviations accepted by the manufacturer.
However, for 21 of the 35 stents analyzed, the same chemical composition was obtained, the one
presented in the materials chapter. These 21 recovered stents with the same chemical composition
were further tested to this work.
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Figure 4. X-ray energy spectrum for the elemental analysis of sample P3.

In order to observe the influence of KOH solution on the recovered CoCr stent’s surfaces, a new
stent with an identical composition was submerged in the same type of solution for 7 days and used as
control. The SEM images of the control stent before and after 7 days of immersion in KOH solution are
represented in Figure 5a,b, respectively.
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Figure 5. Scanning electron micrography of control stent (a) before and (b) after 7 days of immersion in
KOH solution.

3.2. ICP-MS Determination

ICP-MS analysis was performed for all 21 stents recovered from the autopsy with the same
chemical composition. For Co2+, Cr2+, Mo2+ and Ti4+ ions release determination an analysis of KOH
solution in which it was immerged the control stent highlighted quantities of 6 ppb metallic ions
cumulated, considerable negligible and which was related to their natural presence or background
noise of ICP-MS device were done. Tissues’ digestion recovered from the stents was done by immersing
them in concentrated HNO3, acid digestion being done over 3 days.

ICP-MS analysis of digested tissue showed the presence of metallic ions and it is represented for
all 21 samples in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Ion release of Co, Cr, Mo and Ti (ppb) from stents by inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) techniques.

The quantities of Cr ions detected in the tissues were between 5 ppb (P3) and 14 ppb (P11) and
for Co ions were found ranges of 5 ppb (P15) and 10 ppb (P18). There were also detected small
quantities of Mo and Ti. These quantities are between 1 ppb (P5) and 6 ppb (P11) for Mo and between
1 ppb (P5, P8, P9, P16, P19, P20) and 4 ppb (P11).

In addition, in all tested tissues was found iron, but this was not reported because it cannot be
differentiated between the iron coming from the stent or the one present in the blood. For the other
elements in the stent composition (Al, V, Mn), which are in very small percentages present in the
alloy from which the stent is made, no quantities of metal ions released in the adjacent tissue were
determined due to the fact that these metallic ions released were probably below the detection limit of
the ICP-MS device which is 0.001 ppb.

Increased levels of metallic elements were measured in tissue surrounding corroded stents
(P1, P11, P14, P18), whereas negligible levels where measured in tissue surrounding unaltered stents
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(P3, P8). Due to the accentuated degradation of the samples P1, P11, P14, P18 in the tissues surrounding
the respective stents, higher amounts of Co and Cr ions were highlighted compared to the other
samples P3, P8.

In addition, samples P4, P4, P7, P10, P13 presents increased levels of metallic elements that were
measured in tissue surrounding corroded stents.

SEM analysis supports the results of ICP-MS showing that there are defects on the surface due
to various forms of corrosion. Figure 7 shows that on the surface of the P14 sample there are pits of
irregular shapes and different sizes. Occasionally crack lines with approximate dimensions could be
observed (depth = 3 µm, width = ~10 µm) that formed perpendicular to the direction of the stent strut.
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For samples P3 and P8, the SEM analysis showed that the stent surfaces did not show changes as
can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. SEM images for (a) P3; (b) P8 sample; both samples 400×magnification.

The P11 specimen was recovered on the INML Bucharest during autopsy on a 66-year-old man
after unresponsive cardiopulmonary arrest because of multisystem organ failure (MSOF). He was
known with atherosclerosis and atheromatous disease on all 3 coronary arteries with percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI) on right coronary artery (RCA) with bare stent after inferior-posterior
myocardial infarction and percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) with double
pharmacology active stents on anterior interventricular artery (IVA) and left circumflex coronary artery
(LCX), terminal kidney failure, severe high blood pressure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), anemia and severe cholestasis.

The P14 sample was recovered from a 56-year-old woman with a history of coronary artery disease
and posterior myocardial infarction. She underwent one stent placements in the RCA and four stents
in the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery along the length of the vessel.

The sample P18—belonging of a 48-year-old man with hypertension and coronary artery disease.
The patient was subjected to a percutaneous coronary intervention with placement of one stent in the
RCA and other in the LAD.

P3—65-year-old woman with a history of Type II diabetes developed an anterior myocardial
infarction. Left heart catheterization revealed an occluded LAD. The percutaneous coronary
intervention was performed with placement of bare metal sent. The patient was given inotropes and
her medical condition was improved but returned to the hospital with congestive heart failure leading
to death. At autopsy, a diffuse calcification surrounding stent was observed.

The presence of metals in the tissue from around explanted stent was also confirmed by TEM
method. The tissue was dissolved and then was centrifuged. The resulting precipitate was visualized
by TEM (Figure 10).
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3.3. Evaluation of Tissue/Stents Interface by Histopathological Analysis of Surrounding Tissue

Samples used in histopathological analyses are taken downstream/upstream of samples used in
ICP-MS analysis.

From the 21 analyzed samples, approximately 43% showed cases of restenosis. The most relevant
cases are presented below.

Radiography of one sample (P11) showed diffuse calcification surrounding a stent (Figure 11a) and
associated cross section show a reendothelization of the stent struts with absence of in-stent restenosis
(ISR) (Figure 11b).
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The tissue samples were subjected to anatomopathological investigations according to the protocols
mentioned in the subchapter Materials and Methods. For upstream sample P11, the following images
presented in Figure 12 were obtained.
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Figure 12. Rigid ecaudate arteriosum (concentric and predominantly left) fibrosis and calcifications
(marked by arrow) that have surrounded one of the stents taken; the polarized light exam did not
reveal fragments from the stent in peripheral tissue; hematoxylin–eosin staining; magnification × 200.

The wall of the blood vessel can be observed in Figure 13. In Figure 14 we can see hyperemic
capillaries (red blood cells are agglutinated due to hypoxia and yellow), inflammatory infiltration with
diffuse lympho-monocytes and macrophages (top center), from a recent infarction (right center) in the
regeneration area (approximately 7 days after ischemia); noteworthy conjunctive fibers, corrugated,
red (old response to hypoxic aggression).
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Figure 14. Inflammatory infiltration with diffuse lympho-monocytes and macrophages, 7 days
after ischemia.

For sample P14 a cross section of coronary artery (Figure 15a) indicates the concentric narrowing
of coronary lumen by the proliferation of endothelial cells approximately 70% (N). There is also an
area of calcification outside the sent—possibly the old calcified atheroma plaque (C) that produced the
initial stenosis of the artery. In the cross section, the absence of metal turns in the stents is observed in
the area marked with *, possibly due to fracturing processes following the pressure exerted by the
calcified area.
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Figure 15. Cross section of RCA for: (a) sample P14 showing 70% ISR (N) and calcified atheroma
plaque (C) can be observed. Arrows show stent struts and the absence of stent struts is indicated by the
asterisk (*); (b) sample P18 with peripheral calcifications (C) compressed behind the stent threads and
the arterial lumen almost completely restenosed (N).
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For sample P18 (Figure 15b) the sectioned tissue shows compressed peripheral calcifications (C)
behind the stent threads and the almost completely restenosis of the arterial lumen (N).

4. Discussion

All 21 stents recovered from which the tissue was removed presented various degrees of surface
corrosion. Stents’ surface present non-corroded areas—but also pitting corroded areas (pitting corroded
areas marked by arrow)—as can be observed in Figure 3.

EDS analysis revealed that 21 stents had the same chemical composition. The EDS spectra support
highlighted the stent composition as being Co 50.5%, Cr 24.2%, Mo 6%, Mn 0.3%, V 0.45%, Ti 4.82%,
C 2.2%, O 11.1% and Al 0.7%.

After exposing to KOH solution, the control stent surface was uniform and unmodified.
This indicates that there was no microtopographic notable effect from the KOH solution over the
control stent’s surface.

The heavy metal levels observed in this study due to corrosion were very low. According to
the literature, the main cause of ion release on intravascular CoCr stents is the design consisting
of many curves. The decrease of anticorrosion properties due to the sharp and high curve angle
which cause gaps between the stents were observed [32]. It is known that very low concentrations
of cobalt cause significant expression of endothelial cell adhesion molecule as well as adhesion of
polymorphonuclear neutrophil granulocytes to endothelial cells in vitro [33]. Because chromium ions
can be triggered by chemical dissolution, which is enhanced in protein containing media, the amount
of ions released must be carefully monitored [34,35]. Small chromium ions quantities are nontoxic,
but a high concentration into human body may induce carcinogenic risk [36]. In our study, a very small
amount of chromium ions released was detected. TEM image of sample P11 show an agglomeration of
particles that can reach us to a few micrometry. Agglomeration constituent particles have nanometric
dimension and these particles being able to form metallic complexes which can influence local cellular
function involved in process of restenosis.

The used old metallic stents were associated with in-stent restenosis (ISR), a multifactorial
process consisting of inflammation and non-intimal tissue hyperplasia. Under these conditions,
the investigation of the inflammatory potential of the detached metal particles (ion release), from the
stents in adjacent tissues it had to be performed.

The images obtained for the wall of the blood vessel show the calcium calcified plate with micro
calcifications in the periphery.

Following the anatomopathological investigations, we can say that the image obtained
for downstream sample P18 is infiltrated with diffuse lympho-monocytes and macrophages,
hyperemic capillaries from the regeneration area of a recent infarction.

Inflammation is associated with development of ISR. It is well known that metallic ions modulate
biologic responses including inflammation, characterized by infiltration of macrophages and other
inflammatory cells at metallic implants sites [37]. According with our ICP-MS analysis, P18 sample
present a high level of Co and Cr ions release compared with the other analyzed samples.

The metallic ion release is capable to activate macrophages to produce cytokines and active
metalloproteinase and therefore generates and active microenvironment around the corroded stents
possibly leading to ISR.

5. Conclusions

Based on experimental data, a design research for tissue removal from the recovered metallic
stents during post-mortem autopsy and for stents characterization was developed. Recovered stents
were characterized by surface morphology techniques like light microscopy (LM), scanning electron
microscopy with energy dispersion spectra module (SEM-EDS) and electronic transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The presence of metals in the tissue from around explanted stent was also confirmed
by TEM method. The released metal ions were measured using inductively coupled plasma mass
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spectrometry (ICP-MS) establishing low metals level. Histopathological analysis was used to highlight
host tissue response to the implanted stents and calcifications on the stents surface. The inflammatory
tissue responses were identified and marked. More experiments with the same design research from
other metallic stents could be a help for the interventional cardiologist in the future.
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